In this paper, the discrete differentiation order functions of the variable, fractional-order PD controller (VFOPD) are considered. In the proposed VFOPD controller, a variable, fractional-order backward difference is applied to perform closed-loop, system error, discrete-time differentiation. The controller orders functions which may be related to the controller input or output signal or an input and output signal. An example of the VFOPD controller is applied to the robot arm closed-loop control due to system changes in moment of inertia. The close-loop system step responses are presented. 
Introduction
PID control strategies, for over 60 years, have been a fundamental structure in the control with feedback field [1, 2] . The PD controller structure is used in electrical drives [3] , in robotics [4] [5] [6] and where the robot arm has integration properties driven by DC motor systems [5] .In such a closed-loop system (CLS) structure, a zero steady state is achieved fora stepwise reference input [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Additionally a PD controller improves the CLS sta-bility and extends the frequency range in external disturbance rejection. In a classical PD, there are two controller parameters to tune the proportional and derivative gains K K D . Higher options in CLS transient characteristics shaping indicates digital control algorithms based on fractional-order backward differences (FOBD). The FOBD is a discrete approximation of fractional-order differentiation [13] [14] [15] . A fractional-order PD (FOPD) controller is a special case of the fractional-order PID controller [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] where the above two tuning parameters have the third fractional differentiation order one. This leads to new CLS transient states [13, [32] [33] [34] . In practical applications of the FOPD controller, real-time realization problems arise due to linearly growing processed samples (known as the "growing calculation tail") and finite microprocessor memory. The VFOPD controller proposed in this paper:
-is a generalization of the PD and FOPD controllers. The order's variants are presented in Table  1 Controller type Differentiation order function
where is bounded discrete real-valued function with both classical PD (for constant order functions ν = 1 = ) and FOPD (for constant order functions ν ∈ R + and Z + ) controller properties. In practical applications of the FOPD controller there is a need to pre-filter a processed signal [35] . This additionally loads the microprocessor device due to the growing calculation time and memory occupation for the fractional differentiation and integration. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the Horner form of the fractional -order backward difference and sum are introduced. Next, in Section 3 the variable, fractional order PD controller structure is considered as a generalization of the well known PD. Rules for choice of the differentiation order functions are presented. Finally the step responses of the closed-loop VFOPD control of the robot arm are presented.
Horner form of the VFOBD/S
In this Section, an equivalent form of the well known Grün-wald-Letnikov (GL) FOBD [13, 34] is considered. It is named the Horner (H) form. Both GL and H FOBD forms are evaluated due to the same formula for different signs of orders. In this paper, a generalization of the FOBD is applied to the PD control. The generalization of the FOBD is based on the connection of the FOBD evaluated for each time instance k to a uniquely defined function. This generalization will be further denoted as the variable-, fractional order backward difference/sum (VFOBD) [36] [37] [38] .The Horner form has significant evaluation advantages, especially in practical microprocessor realizations. For two given discrete-time, real, bounded functions
where (1) can also be expressed in a matrix-vector form
Applying the same assumptions as in the GL definition to the functions ( ) and ν ( ), the Horner form of the VFOBD is given below
with coefficients (ν )
For negative order functions ν < 0, equations (1) and (4) define the VFOBSs. To distinguish the discrete differentiation from the discrete integration, from this point on the integrating order function will be denoted as µ < 0 and the VFOBD will be treated as the variable, fractionalorder differ-sum (VFOBD). Evidently
One can prove [36] 
and for > − L one can assume
This leads to the simplified VFOBD formulae
and
The VFOPID controller
The VFOPD controller structure is presented in Fig. 1 .
where K and K D are the proportional and derivative gains respectively, is the input to the controller and is the manipulating signal. The order function ν may be evalu- 
where 0 < α ≤ 1. Note that in the classical dynamical description of the dynamical non-linear, time-variant system the first order difference is replaced by the VFOBD (4). The VFOPD controller block diagram is given in Fig. 2 . It can be considered as a parallel&feedback-VFOPD (P&F-VFOPD) controller structure [36, 37] .
P&VFOPD controller realisation examples
As an order function, one takes the output of the subsystem described by a linear first order time-invariant difference equation 
Rules for an order functions choice
The closed-loop control of the robot arm with the P&F-VFOPD controller belongs to the class of the linear, timevariant discrete-time system. According to the authors knowledge, up till now there has not been such a system stability criteria. Here some rules which preserve the closed-loop system stability are presented. The closedloop system is presented in a Fig. 12 First a closed-loop system with the classical PD controller is considered. For chosen PD controller parameters, K and K D , preserving the closed-loop system stability, the variety of discrete differentiation order satisfies a condition
where 0 ≤ ≤ M < ∞. The following theorem specifies the closed-loop system with the VFOPD controller stability condition. Proof. The linear, time-invariant closed-loop system stability does not depend on the initial conditions. The closed-loop system with the P&F-VFOPD controller over a time interval 0 ≤ < L may be stable or unstable. By assumption it is (asymptotically) stable over ≥ L and the system transient behaviour over 0 ≤ < L is memorized by initial conditions.
Theorem 1.

If the closed-loop system is (asymptotically) stable
Corollary 2.
If the closed-loop system is (asymptotically) stable for PD controller (11) where ν = 1 it is also (asymptotically) stable for the P&F-VFOPD controller (11) with the order Figure 8 . Plot of the PD controller response to (14) Figure 9 . Plot of the error function (15)
where 0 ≤ ≤ M < ∞.
Theorem 3.
If the closed-loop system is (asymptotically) stable for the P controller
it is also (asymptotically) stable for the P&F-VFOPD controller with the order function satisfying
where 0 ≤ ≤ M < ∞. Proof. The proof is identical to that in the Theorem 1.
Typical closed-loop system error signals may be approximated by a function
The action of the PD and VFOPD controller proportional part is obvious (it simply multiplies the error signal by the coefficient K ). The differential part action is more complicated. In the first moment the output is positive and after that negative due to diminishing for 0 < < 0 5Π/ . Hence this part reduces the controller output signal, improving the closed-loop system stability. This explains the well-known PD control property. Fig. 13 presents the mentioned PD controller parts outputs for equation (20) 
Robot arm description
In Fig. 14 
where K J 0 denote a constant amplifier gain and the robot arm moment of inertia, respectively. The coefficient is the sampling period. Comparison of step responses obtained for the same level of the input signal
and different moment of inertia yields the range of coefficients
Responses showed in Fig. 15 can be used to test the system linearity. One should multiply them by a factor related to the change in moment of inertia. The test results are presented in Fig. 16 confirming acceptability of the robot arm linearity assumption. The proposed VFOPD controller coefficients are
and the order function has the form Appropriate ISE criteria are visualised in Fig. 19 . Finally in Fig. 20 , measured step responses due to the change in moment of inertia for PD and VFOPD controllers are presented.
Conclusions
The realizations of the VFOPD controllers and its particular forms show the immense possibilities of transient characteristic shaping. All of the presented transient characteristics show the properties of the classical PD controller after a relatively long time interval. Appropriate selection of the order functions as functions of the controller input and output signals show its applicability in the closed-loop system optimal CLS synthesis. 
